The Radio Relay International First Quarter
2018 EMCOMM exercise is open to all
interested radio amateurs. This is a CW
exercise, which is designed to allow radio
amateurs to test their portable stations under
field conditions. Ideally, the exercise will
answer the question “does my portable station
radiate a traffic quality signal.”
On a cold March day, your editor set up the
portable QRP station shown in the associated
photo. The temperature was in the upper The April 21 exercise offers an excellent opportunity
20s, and the wind was out of the Northwest to test the efficiency of your portable equipment.
at 15 mph. Nonetheless, he was able to make
a number of contacts on 40-meter CW despite the fact that a solar storm was in progress.
However, he did NOT exchange message traffic, which requires a much higher level of
readability than “cookie-cutter." QSOs.
April, 2018
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We now have sufficient RSVPs for the exercise. However, additional stations are
welcome to participate. Details of exercise procedures may be found on page 34 of this
issue.
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QNI Mission Statement
QNI is dedicated to promoting
genuine emergency
communications preparedness.

the policies or opinions of any
particular net or emergency
communications organization.

Our newsletter is independently
published and distributed free of
charge to the Amateur Radio
and emergency management
community.
The opinions
contained herein do not reflect

Our mission is to provide a
forum for EMCOMM
volunteers throughout North
America. We operate on the
premise that Amateur Radio
public service volunteers should
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be, first and foremost,
communicators and technicians.
If you share this vision, please
support QNI. Submit your news
and articles for publication.

The Origins of the Radiogram
By James Wades, WB8SIW

Many radio amateurs assume radiograms and the associated net procedures we use to transmit them are unique to the
Amateur Radio Service. Some even assume the radiogram was developed by the American Radio Relay League. In reality;
early traffic operators simply adopted the practices of the commercial communications industries.
Not long after the development of the telegraph, messages were exchanged in a rather informal manner. Early reports
highlighting transcripts of telegraph communications show a method of communications that was much like writing a letter
in the time-honored manner. For example, if one examines a telegram from the era of the US Civil War, one essentially
sees a letter.
However, as the telegraph industry evolved, it became necessary to standardize and adopt new practices. For example,
Civil War era telegrams might include a “group count” or “check” to ensure accuracy. One can see this written as an
operator note under war department messages as “wds” (words).
As the telegraph was adopted for financial and business transactions and traffic volumes increased, sequential serial
numbers were assigned to messages to prevent fraud by operators who might attempt to obtain free service or manipulate
financial transactions, either on their own behalf or under the influence of organized crime or unscrupulous business
houses. The message serial numbers also proved useful as a reference in service messages reporting delivery problems or
discrepancies.
Commodities work, distributed manufacturing and a wide variety or
dispersed activities soon revealed a need for a date and time of origin.
Telegrams were no longer novelties. Government bureaus or businesses
would often see dozens or more telegrams in a day. They needed to
know when messages were originated to determine whether related
messages superseded prior information. Today, this temporal
information remains relevant in the emergency services environment.
Classes of service also emerged. The fast telegram was the default class
of service, but a “night letter” could be held until the late evening or
overnight hours when demand on circuit capacity was less. The day
letter or night letter offered lower cost in exchange for a slightly delayed
delivery, not unlike a routine radiogram in Amateur Radio Service
networks.
When wireless telegraphy emerged in the early 20th century, much about
network management had already been learned. The basics of the
telegram format were adopted by the wireless telegraph companies and,
of course, the early Amateur Radio community. The “telegram” became
the “radio-telegram” or “radiogram.” The name was designed to
capitalize on the panache of an exciting, new technology that was
Typical format of a Civil War telegram. From
capturing the public’s imagination.

the archives of the Morse Telegraph Club, Inc.

Eventually, the Internet would emerge as a refinement of the automation
technologies already adopted by the telegraph industry. The telegram became “email” and operators and switching center
attendants were replaced by processors and computer technologies. However, even today, similar administrative data
remains appended to emails for network management and accountability purposes. It’s often hidden from view by smart e
-mail apps, but one can quickly access it with the click of a mouse.
In other words, the basics of the telegram format live on in today’s world of e-mail and text messaging. It remains relevant
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for the same reasons, ensuring accountability, placing
correspondence in its correct temporal position and
identifying where and from whom messages originate.
Those who argue the radiogram format is “obsolete” are likely
unaware of not just history, but also of communications
network theory. The fundamental service data of a telegram
or e-mail remain constant because human nature and the
requirements to understand context have remained the same
throughout history.
The way in which the human mind functions and the nature of
group dynamics changes little with time, whether a message
was transmitted by courier in the time of ancient Greece or
via e-mail today.

VEC Data Harves ng Program
By James Wades, WB8SIW

For many years now, a small group of radio operators have taken it upon themselves to send welcome radiograms to new
licensees. This has typically been done by harvesting new call signs from the FCC database or a service such as “QRZ.com.”
While the welcome radiograms are always well received by the addressee, this method has some drawbacks. The FCC
database (understandably) lacks some important contact data, not the least of which are phone numbers and e-mail
addresses. The result can be some frustrating delivery failures or perhaps the perception that radiograms are nothing more
than useless “spam.”
Yet, there is much to be said for the process of originating a welcome radiogram to a newly licensed radio amateur.
Consider these benefits associated with the message delivery process:


The delivering station can personally welcome the new operator to the hobby. This can do much to make the
addressee feel welcomed to the fraternity of radio amateurs.



The delivering operator can invite the new operator to local radio club or EMCOMM group meetings.



The delivering operator can answer questions about Amateur Radio. He can leave his name and phone number and
invite the new operator to call him when he has technical problems or other questions.



The delivering operator can keep a list of new hams to whom he has delivered radiograms and use this list to invite
them to special events, such as Field Day, a contest station activity or the like.

In other words; if done correctly, the process of originating and delivering a “welcome radiogram” can be very beneficial.
Of course, it also exercises the system and provides training for traffic operators who may someday be active in an
emergency communications function.
Of course, the old computer programming adage applies: “Garbage-in, Garbage-out.” Two problems need to be resolved
to improve the value of such messages:


Correct address data is required.



It would be beneficial if the new ham has volunteered to provide his data and would therefore anticipate the delivery of
a radiogram.

RRI intends to improve this process of “welcome radiograms” using vetted data, which benefits not just the traffic system,
3
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but also local clubs and EMCOMM groups.
VEC volunteers can download a “VEC Radiogram Form” document from the RRI Web Site. This document can be printed
and distributed to those who pass their license exam during the session. The new ham simply fills out the form with his
basic contact information, such as name, address, phone and e-mail. This data is then provided to RRI, which distributes
the data to volunteers in other states or countries, who then originate a welcome message. Upon arrival, the radiogram
message is delivered by an enthusiastic local ham and outreach ensues.
Because the new ham operator anticipates the radiogram, and because he provides timely, accurate contact data, the
delivery process is not just painless, but beneficial to everyone.
Imagine, for example, being a new ham who is welcomed to the hobby by an experienced radio amateur from across the
country before your call sign is even issued! Imagine a pleasant phone call from a local ham inviting you to the local club
meeting or Field Day event! It’s a win-win for everyone.
The program was recently tested with a trial run at the North American Short Wave Association VEC session in March.
The results were excellent and VEC candidates willingly filled out the form. It was a real pleasure to originate “welcome”
and congratulatory radiograms to newly upgraded hams immediately after their test using REAL contact information.
We will distribute the contact data to a group of enthusiastic operators who volunteer to originate the messages. Best of
all, the radiograms will come from across the country or even overseas.
This is of course, not a mutually exclusive program. There is nothing to preclude volunteers from continuing to use the
traditional method of harvesting new licensee information from the FCC database. However, ideally, over time, these
operators will be able to transition to the harvested data with its better contact information as support for the program
grows and evolves.
Let’s kick this program off with a bang. We need to get these new hams on the air. We also need to get them involved
with our local radio clubs and EMCOMM groups. More details about the mechanics of the program will be forthcoming.
-30-

Enlightened Leadership?
An EDITORIAL by James Wades, WB8SIW

If one were to take an objective look at the current state of the Amateur Radio Service, he might assume that it is rather
healthy. The FCC database shows over 749,000 licensees. There continue to be incidents in which radio amateurs play a
crucial role in disaster communications, whether it’s providing survivable networks in the aftermath of devastating events
or simply providing enhanced interoperability solutions for unusual situations. Yet, a closer look may reveal some
discomfiting evidence of an activity on the verge of crisis.
An interesting way to start an examination of today’s Amateur Radio Service is with a very simple question:
What is a radio amateur?
A simplistic answer might be “An individual licensed as an Amateur Radio Operator by a government regulatory
authority.” Yet, does mere possession of a license truly define a “radio amateur?”
Broadcast industry veterans will likely recall program directors and station managers who obtained First Class
Radiotelephone Licenses as a resume enhancer, yet they had little knowledge of anything technical. Did possession of the
radio license make them a broadcast engineer? Did it qualify them to troubleshoot the AM directional array? Of course
not.
In today’s Amateur Radio Service, there are many who have obtained licenses for reasons that are not so much invalid as
incomplete. Consider the following:
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Preppers who see a transceiver as a tool to be used only in time of emergency, much like a fire extinguisher or
first aid kit. The transceiver sits in a steel can awaiting a North Korean EMP or the “zombie apocalypse.” The
thinking is “break glass in emergency.”



Public safety employees who have obtained a license to interface with local EMCOMM groups in time of emergency.



CERT and Search and Rescue Team members who use local repeater infrastructure as a free service but refuse to join
or support the local radio club, which pays for and maintains that infrastructure.



Families who use local repeater infrastructure as an alternative to cellular networks.

…and so on.

While such uses are not necessarily invalid, and while they have their place, one might argue that they do not define the
true spirit of a “radio amateur.” In this respect, one might assert that a true radio amateur is interested in exploring the art and
technology of radio communications. He or she may be an experimenter, a “maker,” or an operator who has an interest in
using radio to build and explore networks or enhance community service on an on-going basis. In other words, the true
radio amateur sees Amateur Radio as an exploratory activity predicated on personal grown and self-education. There may
be a focus in a particular area, be it technical or operating, but the emphasis is always on exploration and growth.
One can’t help but wonder if we are attracting “real” radio amateurs in sufficient numbers to carry on the traditions that
define the heart and soul of Amateur Radio. Consider these facts:


Amateur Radio is an aging hobby. Youth is an important factor for ensuring the presence of that vigorous enthusiasm
that promotes the evolution of ideas and which supports our community service activities and networks.
Unfortunately, youth is lacking in today’s Amateur Radio.



Amateur Radio is largely invisible in the popular culture. Certainly, systematic outreach in the form of media relations
is NOT present. Our messaging is inconsistent and often counter-productive, portraying Amateur Radio not as a
diverse, technical hobby but rather as a simplistic activity centered around tech gadgets or “old tech.” We’ve all seen
the image of the aging, overweight ham talking on a Baofeng handheld with the caption “I’m having fun.”



Little systematic effort is being expended to integrate Amateur Radio into secondary and post-secondary educational
activities, scouting activities and other areas, which may improve exposure and engender an interest in a younger
generation. There are pockets of individuals and organizations doing this work, but little broad support for such
programs.



Amateur Radio lacks diversity. It has been reported that only 15-percent of radio amateurs are women. Racial
diversity is probably worse, despite the reality that our culture is becoming increasingly racially and ethnically diverse
with each passing year.

In recent months, considerable controversy has bubbled-up regarding the failures of leadership in various national radio
societies. Some behaviors might even be described as scandalous. One might go so far as to suggest that the Amateur
Radio Service is experiencing an existential crisis of leadership, not just at the national level, but at some state and local
levels as well. If one takes an honest, unbiased look at priorities within the Amateur Radio Service, he might even conclude
the hobby has entered the “big boys with big toys” phase of decadence. The hegemonic dominance of certain special
interests within our national organizations tends to draw limited resources away from small but nonetheless valuable
constituencies in favor of large, politically favored groups. While financial data is a closely guarded secret, there appears
to be some evidence that certain special interests receive the lion’s share of administrative support, column inches in our
national publications, and other benefits not forthcoming to less politically-connected constituencies.
It appears little viable support is present in the form of organization, administration or funding of effective media relations and
educational outreach programs. Modern media tools such as social networks are being insufficiently leveraged at the
national level to promote an exposure to the diverse art of radio communications and technology. Some national
organizations do not seem to have an effective advertising methodology built on demographic research and applied,
scientific advertising principles. Many local organizations either do not have access to, or they fail to use, effective training
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tools, programs and guidance needed to develop and deploy an effective promotional presence at events that might recruit
new radio amateurs.
In the field of emergency communications, the approach seems to be one of “power and control” at any cost versus a spirit
of inclusiveness, constructive resource management and consensus building. In recent years, we have witnessed a strident
“my way or the highway” approach and if a constituency (such as the former NTS program) is not to the liking of a few well
-placed politicians on a programs and services committee or executive committee, it’s zero-funded or, worse yet, attacked
and marginalized. Such divide and conquer strategies sow the seeds of dissent and promote discord that ultimately
degrades service and chase off volunteers. At the local and state levels, occasional “bad apples” poison the barrel when
motivated by a quest for perceived status via association with public safety agencies or the like. Ego trumps merit and
undermines sound management practices. The Amateur Radio Service is full of former public service communicators who
now keep their distance due to the bad taste left in their mouths.
In contrast, and on a more constructive note, imagine the benefits of a few properly funded, professionally developed
programs such as:


A series of professionally produced, on-line training videos that educate and guide the potential radio amateur through
the information needed to not just obtain a license, but the skills needed to get on the air and implement new modes
and methods.



Professional exhibit materials, such as backdrops, signage and other equipment, which could be deployed to electronics
and technology trade shows, preparedness fairs, and other venues to promote Amateur Radio, with volunteers
provided through an organized and committed series of partnerships with vigorous local affiliated clubs.



The effective use of a series of professionally produced power-point presentations, distributed free-of-charge or at
nominal cost to affiliated clubs and EMCOMM groups wishing to put on REAL licensing classes that are more than just
license “mills.” High quality graphics, clear-concise explanation of concepts and embedded videos with narration by
effective speakers and experts would ensure a minimum quality of training at the local level.



A national advertising campaign promoting Amateur Radio as a service organization active in disaster response. Within
this context, think “charity,” not hobby.



A fresh approach to how Amateur Radio is presented in promotional material. The image presented would show the
diverse range of technologies and operating activities and dispense with the typical middle-aged man “having fun”
talking on his handheld transceiver (not that there is anything wrong with this in proper context). It would dispense
with the “old tech” meme so common in the news media, which is often antithetical to the image of a ham using a
microprocessor-controlled transceiver or SDR radio.

Of course, these things cost money and, quite honestly, we don’t know what the real spending priorities are. Are we
spending money to facilitate the “big boys with big toys” mentality? Are we spending money on contest administration and
providing grants to DX-peditions instead of planting the seeds that will bring forth the next generation of radio amateurs?
Are we investing money on large displays at hamfests where we preach to the choir or are we investing a portion of that
money in outreach methods where we preach the gospel to the prospective convert?
These are not just rhetorical questions. The author really has absolutely no idea how our national
associations spend their money. This can only be known if a line-item budget is made public. He does believe,
however, that Amateur Radio is becoming essentially invisible in the broader popular culture. He sees little evidence of a
partnership between national society leadership and the local leadership to implement effective outreach campaigns
designed to bring in a new generation of genuine radio amateurs that will move the radio service forward.
Is it time to take a good, hard look at our national leadership? Are we electing the same old guys who have been trading
leadership positions back and forth for decades in search of “ego points” or are we electing men and women of vision? Are
we electing the same “good ol’ boys” who feel they have earned the right to dictate policy rather than facilitate it. After
all, we all know the elected official who has been in a “leadership” position for decades and has therefore exhausted his well
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of ideas. Are we electing the same people who hold office because they support a favored constituency, or are we electing
men and women of vision who believe that diversity, consensus and cooperation are a source of strength?
Are local radio clubs pooling resources and cooperating to put together the best possible community outreach programs to
attract, license and retain new radio amateurs or are we attacking other volunteers groups, thereby limiting our capacity at
the local and state level? Do we look for the positive in others, including those with whom we might disagree or are some
engaging in childish “whisper campaigns” in which the reputations of those with whom we differ in opinion are attacked
and smeared because their vision for Amateur Radio does not pass a “politically correct” litmus test?
The author’s conclusion: We have met the enemy and he is us. Furthermore, it appears the only solution is to
BROOM OUT the egotists and reactionaries in our existing leadership, expose the current priorities to the disinfecting
light of day, and make changes that offer foresight, inclusiveness and cooperation. It’s what a certain portion of the
political spectrum calls “draining the swamp” or perhaps even “term limits.”
We need real radio amateurs more than we need simple license holders. We need diversity and inclusiveness. We need a
hobby that leaves the door open to evolution and change. We need leadership that believes in creating a positive,
supportive environment in which natural evolution can occur. We need a win-win approach that accommodates any
constructive operating interest as opposed to a win-lose philosophy. Simply put: It’s time for a change.

Delivering Radiograms
By James Wades, WB8SIW

In an era of smart phones and e-mail, the radiogram may seem like an obvious anachronism. However, this perspective is
not new.
Back in the 1950s, the Western Union Telegraph Company experimented with ways to keep the telegram relevant.
Automatic fax machines were installed at airports, bus terminals and the like. One would simply fill out the form and
insert it in the fax machine slot to originate a telegram. Unfortunately, the usual abuses occurred, with teens and young
adults dropping various items in the slot, thereby disabling the machines.
The “Telecar” was another WU innovation. This was a vehicle equipped with two-way radio and facsimile capabilities,
which allowed a mobile messenger to quickly and efficiently deliver telegrams in the rapidly sprawling post-war suburban
areas.
Ultimately, the efforts of “Uncle Wes” proved futile.
Inexpensive universal local telephone service, microwave carrier
systems and direct-dial long distance telephony were just around
the corner and would ultimately kill the telegram. Simply put, it
became easier and less expensive to call someone on the phone
than it was to send a telegram.
The telegram lived on for quite some time as a legal mechanism
and as a tool for overseas communications. A telegram provided
legal documentation of a communications and remained popular
in the business and government sectors. Those who worked in
the communications field may recall the FCC transmitting many
of its authorizations or other orders pertaining to special
temporary authorities via telegram well into the 1970s. Even
today, it is common to hear State Department employees refer
to dispatches from overseas embassies as “radiograms.”
Today, the public still retains a conception of the telegram, most often associating it with old movies or family stories
about the loss of a family member in World War Two or the happy moment when notification was received that a son was
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being discharged from the Armed Forces and would be returning from overseas.
So why, in the 21st Century, would one want to send a radiogram, which is nothing more than a radio-telegram?
There is, of course, the emergency management justification. Any type of record message traffic is essentially a telegram,
whether it’s an ICS213 message, an e-mail or a combination of both. We just don’t refer to it as such. One might even
assert that millions of telegrams are transmitted every second. We’ve simply replaced the telegraph operator and
messenger with the computer and renamed the service “electronic mail.” Traffic nets really aren’t that different from these
modern systems. They handle radiograms create infrastructure, provide training, and ensure operational readiness.
The telegram or radiogram is also a novelty. Whereas e-mail, text messaging and similar services are common-place. It’s
not every day that one receives a telegram (or a personal letter, for that matter)! Perhaps the traffic community should
capitalize on the unique characteristics of the “radio-telegram.” That is; perhaps we should make the delivery of a
radiogram a “special occasion.”
In order to do so; we must recognize several realities:


Delivery by telephone is neither unique or creative. This may be the best course of action if a message is time-sensitive
or essential in the context of emergency communications, but in the case of a genuine, personal radiogram message,
one’s telephone call may be ignored.
 Outside of the EMCOMM environment, telephone delivery of a message does not give the recipient sufficient time
to digest the nature of the event. A stranger calls on the phone. He mentions a “radiogram.” Barriers go up and the
whole event is discomfiting for everyone involved.
 Telephone delivery makes little sense to many in an era of nearly instantaneous, personal communications. The natural
question is “why not just call or text?”
In the case of routine, personal messages, it seems reasonable to suggest that telephone delivery is NOT the preferred
delivery method except, perhaps, in the case of messages addressed to a fellow radio amateur or new licensee, which
facilitates the creation of a fraternal bond. However, for members of the general public, delivery by e-mail or, if necessary
by post are sometimes better options. These latter methods allow the addressee to examine the contents at his own pace. It
allows him to absorb the information without the stress of one-on-one intercourse with a stranger. Such methods may also
be used in combination with a telephone call.
E-mail delivery:
A radiogram is, after all, equivalent to a brief e-mail. It makes sense to deliver a routine radiogram via e-mail. However,
there is little value to the Amateur Radio Service unless that delivery somehow explains the purpose of the radiogram.
Likewise, without proper context, the recipient will likely be mystified about the purpose of the radiogram or the network
which conveys it. Let’s face facts. The Amateur Radio Service should get some benefit from the process. In other words,
the delivery should EDUCATE the addressee about the public benefits of Amateur Radio. Think “advertising.”
RRI has created a standard text for inclusion with radiogram e-mail deliveries. The idea behind this text is to educate the
recipient, promote the Amateur Radio Service and refer the addressee to local resources, which provide additional
information (or invite him to get involved).
The author recommends the following approach for e-mail deliveries:


In the subject line, state: Radio-Telegram Message” or “Radiogram Message.” I prefer the former for addressees who
are not licensed radio amateurs simply because it is more intuitive.
 Introduce the radiogram with a simple text, such as: “The following radio-telegram (or “radiogram”) message
addressed to you was received at Amateur Radio Station W8XYZ in such and such a city:”
 Type in the radiogram in ALL-CAPS in the standard format.
 Returning to normal mixed case, type: “A reply message may be filed by replying to this e-mail message or by
contacting Amateur Radio Station W9ABC, Joe Hamm, Owner/Operator, at [telephone number].
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Follow with the standard RRI information. This is the document referred to as “Radiogram Frequently Asked
Questions.” This text will allow a curious individual to learn more about the Amateur Radio Service, the purpose of
the radiogram and how they might want to get involved.
 Attach a fully serviced version of the radiogram as a PDF file to the e-mail if possible (RRI Form 1801-A is ideal for
this purpose). This will allow the recipient to print-out and keep the radiogram. This is particularly nice if the
radiogram is associated with a birthday, holiday or the like. Think of it as a very unique “e-card.”
In other words, every radiogram delivery becomes an opportunity for public relations!
Delivery via post:
The postal service also offers an option for delivering routine radiograms. Let’s face facts. Most of us do not deliver more
than a few messages a month. The cost of postal delivery is negligible for most of us. Some options for effective postal
delivery include:



Some nets have printed up their own radiogram delivery postcards.
A standard radiogram form can be printed and neatly folded to fit in an envelope.

Here is the recommended procedure for delivery via post:


A professional appearance is important. The author recommends typing the message on the radiogram blank or setting
up a computer printer template to facilitate printing radiograms. RRI Form 1801-A does all of this for you.
 On the outside of the envelope, type “radiogram enclosed” or an equivalent phrase. RRI has rubber stamps available
that include the RRI logo and web page URL for this purpose (see page 11).
 Be sure to include your basic contact information on the radiogram.
 Print and enclose the standard RRI delivery document, which explains the radiogram, the Amateur Radio Service and
our public service mission. Again, RRI Radiogram Form 1801-A includes the FAQ information on the back side.
Personal Delivery:
Yes….it is quite possible to play the role of telegraph messenger and deliver the message in person. A quick check of
“Google Maps” or a similar program may reveal the addressee is nearby. In such cases, it’s a simple matter to type-up or
print a nice, fully serviced radiogram, place it in an envelope and walk, bike or drive to the addressee’s home and knock on
the door. If no one’s home, the radiogram can be left in the doorway where it will be noticed when the addressee returns.
A note about personal delivery: Make sure you’re clean shaven and neat. Clean, neat clothes are essential. A neat,
professional appearance will put the addressee at ease and reflect better on the Amateur Radio Service.
Including e-mail addresses in radiograms:
The time has probably come to recognize the reality that the odds of successful delivery via e-mail are greater than by
telephone. Telemarketers, political fundraising organizations and sleazy boiler-room operations claiming to be legitimate
creditors have largely forced people to NOT answer unfamiliar numbers. When practical, it is recommended that an email be appended to the address block of an originated radiogram to facilitate delivery. This increases the odds the message
will reach the addressee and it affords an opportunity for the delivering operator to explain the Amateur Radio Service and
its public service mission in a non-threatening manner.
Finally, let’s not forget that timely delivery is the number one priority of a traffic network. THERE IS
ABSOLUTELY NO EXCUSE FOR A FAILURE TO DELIVER OR SERVICE BACK A MESSAGE. A failure to do
so is a violation of the public trust and it’s disrespectful to one’s fellow operators.
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Restor ing a Neutrodyne
By James Wades (WB8SIW)

One can almost see the quizzical look on the faces of readers now. “What’s the heck is a Neutrodyne?”
During the early days of radio broadcasting, the dominant receiving methods were limited to the crystal detector receiver
and the regenerative circuit. Both of these circuits suffered from certain defects. The crystal receiver was only capable of
receiving local stations. DX was possible, but it took some real effort to DX with a crystal set. Selectivity was also lacking
unless one utilized a good quality loose-coupler arrangement, which required some skill to operate.
The regenerative receiver offered excellent sensitivity and selectivity. However, such receivers tended to reradiate the
signal to which they were tuned. The result was often interference to other broadcast listeners in the immediate vicinity.
Imagine an apartment building in the Bronx, roof populated by numerous antennas, with dozens of regenerative receivers
operating simultaneously!
The super heterodyne patent was controlled by the Radio Trust, also known as “RCA.” Therefore, this circuit was not an
option for competing radio manufacturers. This generally left the “TRF” or “tuned radio frequency” arrangement.
However, this circuit had some drawbacks as well, not the least of which was the tendency for the RF stages to oscillate
due to the interelectrode capacitance of early vacuum tubes. This problem was eventually solved by Louis Hazeltine,
inventor of the “neutrodyne” circuit.
In the early 1920s, a small group of radio manufacturers created an association and purchased the rights to the Hazeltine
Neutrodyne patent. While similar to the typical tuned radio frequency arrangement, a form of neutralization using a
feedback principle was built into the circuit to offset the interelectrode capacitance inherent in the early triode vacuum
tubes. The neutrodyne system offered excellent efficiency and reasonable gain, and best of all, it eliminated the squeals and
howls prevalent in poorly designed TRF receivers.
One of the members of the Radio Manufacturers Association was the Stromberg Carlson Telephone Manufacturing
Company. Their first offering was the Model 1A receiver. This receiver helped establish the typical pattern of a 1920s
neutrodyne receiver with two stages of radio frequency amplification, a detector and two stages of audio frequency
amplification. Like most 1920s broadcast receivers, it utilized the familiar 01-A vacuum tube and had the characteristic
three tuning dials.
Recently, the author purchased a Stromberg Carlson 1A receiver from a radio collector. Upon inspecting the receiver, the

The Stromberg Carlson 1A receiver and 1920s speaker cabinet containing speaker, matching transformer and power supply
under test.
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reason it was sold became obvious. One of the audio frequency transformers was open and some mysterious modifications
were present. Simply put; the receiver simply would never work in its “as-found” condition.
The defective AFTs:
The receiver contains two audio frequency transformers, one of which couples the detector circuit to first audio stage and
the second of which couples the first audio stage to the second audio (output) stage. The first audio transformer was
original to the set and still in good condition. The second transformer was a later replacement with an open secondary.
Fortunately, replacement transformers with the suitable 1:3 ratio are still manufactured. The shell of the old second audio
transformer was opened and a new, modern replacement was inserted inside. A caulking material was then used to secure
the new, smaller transformer inside the original shell, which was then remounted to the chassis. The new transformer was
then rewired into the circuit.
What? No Voltage?
The next mystery was the inoperative RF stages. Voltage measurements revealed that detector/RF stage plate voltage was
missing. It turns out that some “golden screwdriver” expert had modified the RF section of the receiver to utilize a
separate B+ input. This was traced out and the stage was reconnected to its original, proper, B+ Detector voltage input.
Finally, the issue of tubes had to be addressed. Of five tubes included with the radio, four were defective. The odds are
good that someone had connected B+ voltage to the A- battery input (filament battery), ending the life of the four
unfortunate tubes. Because the filament is not connected to the audio tubes unless a speaker plug is inserted into the
appropriate jack, it seems likely that the one audio tube survived simply because it was not in the circuit!
Fortunately, the author has a fairly well stocked “junk box.” Four replacement 01A vacuum tubes were located, tested and
inserted in the receiver.
Batteries?
1920s radios used batteries for
power. Each tube filament requires
5 VDC at 0.25 amps. The RF stages
and detectors typically operate at 45VDC plate voltage and the audio
stages typically operate at 90-VDC
plate voltage. During the Jazz Age,
this meant a 6-volt storage battery
for the filaments and two 45-volt B
batteries wired in series for the
detector and audio amplifier plate
voltages. While one can still obtain
45-volt B batteries, it is much easier
to use an antique radio battery
eliminator. One such eliminator is
the “ARBE-III” manufactured in
Jackson, Michigan.
A Speaker?
The instruction card illustrates the battery arrangement required for a typical 1920s
Early 1920s radios typically used a
radio.

horn speaker (or headphones). A
horn speaker utilizes a driver that is similar in construction to an old fashioned magnetic headphone. A horn similar to that
used with early phonographs provided amplification and evened frequency response (which was limited). As the 1920s
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progressed, the horn was replaced by cone speakers using the moving iron
principle, and, as the roaring ‘20s closed, electrodynamic moving coil speakers
with superior frequency response began to emerge.
The author had an old Newcomb Hawley speaker cabinet that was sitting
unused. The original electrodynamic speaker had long ago been harvested to
rebuild a 1927 Zenith console in which the speaker had been totally destroyed
by a grandchild left alone in the room with a pencil….a common fate for early
(and modern) radio speakers.
A modern Jensen speaker was installed in the speaker cabinet. An 8-ohm to
2000-ohm transformer used for guitar amplifier repairs was procured. This
1920s speaker cabinet
allowed the modern speaker to present the correct high impedance to the
receiver audio output stage. The speaker cabinet also provided sufficient room to hide the ARBE-III power supply, which
was connected to the receiver using a period-correct multi-pair cable from the same stock of old parts! There’s much to
be said for that 40 years accumulation of “junk.”
The smoke test!
Once everything was connected, the receiver was powered up. A 1920s
radio is not quite as simple to operate as later sets. On the rear apron are
filament voltage controls for the two audio stages. On the front panel are
rheostats for the detector voltage and audio stages. Once the rear aprons
rheostats are set, they can generally be left alone.
The detector rheostat on the front panel is then set to the “knee of the
curve” where sufficient filament emission is present to properly detect
without audio distortion. Then, the front panel audio rheostat is used to
control volume.
Tuning stations requires manipulating three dials, one of which is for
antenna/RF input stage tuning, the second of which is for the first RF
stage, and the third of which is for the second RF stage. Of course,
people in the 1920s did NOT have three arms, so there’s a bit of a trick to
tuning a 1920s TRF or neutrodyne receiver. Generally the three dials
track closely. However, it is best to “lead” with the antenna tuning
variable condenser somewhat as one advances the RF and detector dials.
Think “trap shooting” or duck hunting. This allows one to use two hands
to tune from station to station.
201A Vacuum Tubes

Modern and Tube-Type Radios
Repair
Alignment
Calibration
Restoration
15 Years RF/Microwave Technician
20 Years NASA Electrical Engineer
50 Years Licensed Radio Amateur
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Underside of a typical Stromberg Carlson 1A receiver showing quality workmanship and expensive components.

A joyful noise!
Like Rip Van Winkle, the receiver awoke from its long sleep of perhaps
70 or more years. Numerous stations could be tuned in with excellent
sensitivity and selectivity. The tuning range runs from about 500-KHz to
about 1400 KHz, slightly less than today’s AM broadcast band. At night,
stations from throughout the United States and Canada can be tuned in
using an outdoor, random wire antenna.
The dials are not calibrated in wavelength or frequency. Therefore, it’s
necessary to keep a log of settings for various stations. Eventually, one
remembers the general relationship between dial indication and
frequency, making it easy to locate stations when necessary.
Antenna and First RF tank circuits

Audio Quality:

The receiver offers excellent frequency response, which is secondary only to a Grebe Synchrophase receiver, which is
several years more advanced. As a matter of fact, the Stromberg Carlson 1A is an impressive receiver, particularly
considering the fact that it dates from approximately 1924! The build quality is excellent and if one listens to it from
another room, he would have no idea the radio is not a modern set.
It’s great fun to tune around at night, chasing a bit of DX with a mid-1920s radio. As a matter of fact, as the author is
preparing this issue of the “QNI Newsletter,” he is listening to the Chicago Blackhawks soundly defeat the New York
Islanders! Good hockey and good radio...what more could one ask for!
Perhaps I will install the receiver at the lake cabin in Northern
Michigan. I can imagine listening to old time country music on
WSM late at night, sipping a glass of good scotch, a fire in the
woodstove, reading a novel by James Oliver Curwood or a
mystery by Mary Roberts Rinehart while the moon rises above
the vast expanse of Lake Michigan.
With the right programming and environment, an old radio of
this type is perhaps as close as one can get to a trip in a time
machine. -30Be sure to tell advertisers, “I saw it in QNI !”
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Schematic of Stromberg Carlson Model 1A Neutrodyne Receiver
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P r o p o s e d Po l i c y G o v e r n i n g B u l k Tr a f f i c O r i g i n a t i o n s
Comments due by May 1, 2018

Bulk messages have been an area of controversy in the traffic handling community for some time. Some see bulk
originations as nothing more than “spam,” whereas others see such originations as beneficial, providing beneficial activity
and training via the traffic system.
Considerable research and discussion has revealed that the dichotomy between the two perceptions is largely the result of
personal experience. That is, those who have encountered certain types of bulk traffic tend to respond negatively, whereas
those who have encountered other types of bulk traffic tend to respond positively. However, few take the time to
differentiate between the problematic types of messages and the beneficial types of messages based on content and purpose.
The Radio Relay International Board of Directors has developed a policy document that identifies the key characteristics of
both beneficial and problematic bulk message types and which, furthermore, outlines standards for determining whether a
certain type of bulk origination is appropriate for traffic networks. This is a successor document to an earlier policy paper
put together by the former NTS.
The Board is soliciting your input regarding this proposed policy. Please submit your comments to
“board@radio-relay.org” by no later than May 1, 2018. The Board of Directors will then vote on the document
during it’s May meeting. The proposed policy document text follows. The document is also available on our web page at:
www.radio-relay.org

Proposed Policy Recommended Practices for Management of Bulk Message Traffic
Bulk traffic, or common-text traffic, is defined as any radiogram text sent to large numbers of recipients who are not
personally know to the originator. The origination of bulk message traffic provides a variety of benefits, including:


Bulk traffic provides a reasonably high volume of messages to exercise Amateur Radio traffic networks.



It provides an operating challenge, particularly for those who are new to traffic work.



It introduces new radio amateurs to traffic networks and public service communications.



It serves as a public relations tool.

Bulk traffic can also be problematic if managed incorrectly. Obsolete addresses, irrelevant message content or messages
addressed to deceased, incapacitated or inactive radio amateurs all create problems for volunteers attempting to deliver the
messages. The result is often negative experiences, which are harmful to the very necessary requirement for volunteer
retention.
These recommended practices define the type of bulk traffic that is generally considered beneficial by the broader traffic
community. Bulk traffic that does not meet these requirements should be considered questionable. If in doubt, an
operator wishing to originate bulk messages traffic should consult with his peers to determine if there are concerns
regarding content or purpose.
Recommended Criteria for Bulk Originations:
A catalyst should be present:
A bulk message should be originated based on a recent action of the addressee. Examples include, but are not necessarily

Are you prepared for a significant disaster? While unlikely, some level of planning for “the
big one” is appropriate for a radio service to be relied upon “when all else fails.”
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limited to:


The addressee has recently joined a club or organization.



The addressee has recently obtained, upgraded, or renewed a radio license.



The addressee has attained an operating award.



The addressee has performed a task or function worthy of a “thank you” or other recognition.

The key to understanding these criteria is the fact that the addressee’s actions define the purpose of the origination.
Inaction should NOT be the cause for origination:
A bulk message should not be originated because the addressee failed to act in some manner. In such cases, the addressee
may have failed to act for any number of reasons up to and including death, incapacitation, lack of interest, or the like.
Volunteers delivering such messages may encounter resentment or even anger from a spouse, children or other family
members of a deceased or incapacitated radio amateur. Examples of inappropriate bulk traffic includes:


A failure to renew one’s Amateur Radio License.



A failure to renew a club or organization membership.

An exception to this guideline may be made if one has verifiable, personal knowledge that the addressee is neither deceased
nor incapacitated, as well as verifiable, personal knowledge that the inaction is not based on a purposeful choice.
Best Practices for Bulk Originations:
Research and discussions with a wide variety of radio amateurs indicate that successful bulk originations meet the following
criteria:


The addressee has engaged in a recent action that defines the purpose of the radiogram.



The address, telephone and e-mail contact information have been obtained from a source that is known to be generally
reliable. Ideally, this data would be obtained from the addressee himself or via an up-to-date club or organization
membership database or a timely registration process.



The message is timely. It is originated at a time that closely follows the actions of the addressee, which define the
purpose of the radiogram.



The message serves multiple purposes. For example; a message addressed to a newly licensed radio amateur achieves
several purposes:
 It welcomes the radio amateur and creates a fraternal bond with the broader Amateur Radio Community.
 It allows the delivering operator to invite the radio amateur to local club or EMCOMM group meetings.
 It introduces the radio amateur to the concept of an International traffic network.



The message serves a constructive purpose, such as acknowledging a conference registration, club membership
application, contest results submission, QSO, or a similar action on the part of the addressee.



Bulk originations should be coordinated. While one or perhaps even two messages pertaining to the same subject may
be welcome, several are likely problematic. It is recommended that those wishing to originate bulk messages request
coordination from RRI Staff to prevent duplication of efforts and conflict of interest. Some examples of bulk traffic
that may require coordination includes, but is not necessarily limited to:
 New ham greetings
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 License recently renewed congratulations
 New vanity call sign congratulations


A simple request to originate bulk traffic will trigger a coordination effort by RRI staff. This request may be made by
sending an e-mail with the subject line “bulk traffic coordination request” to: info@radio-relay.org

Database Reliability:
For the purposes of this policy, on-line telephone number directories are generally considered unreliable. Furthermore, as
an increasing number of individuals transition to cellular mobile telephone service, such data will become increasingly
inaccurate.
Databases maintained by clubs and organizations with which the addressee is affiliated are generally considered reliable
sources.
While a telephone number is a preferred component within a radiogram address, the originator of bulk traffic may find that
e-mail addresses provide a better alternative than a potentially obsolete telephone number culled from a public on-line
database. E-mails provided by the addressee may be found on Amateur Radio websites offering searchable call sign
databases.
If in doubt about the reliability of a source, it may be best NOT to originate the message.
VEC Data Harvesting:
Amateur Radio is fundamentally a grass-roots organization. It is in the interest of all active radio amateurs to encourage the
integration of new licensees into the local radio community.
Radio Relay International offers a standardized form, available for download at its web site, which can be printed and
distributed at VEC sessions. Those who pass the exam are encouraged to complete and submit the RRI form. The data is
then provided to RRI, which will generate a “welcome message” from a volunteer located elsewhere in the United States,
Canada or overseas.
The purpose of the message is to establish a connection with the local Amateur Radio community when it is delivered. The
delivering radio operator uses the radiogram delivery process to invite the new ham to a local club meeting, EMCOMM
group activity or similar event. He can also invite the new ham to call back with questions about Amateur Radio.
This method would offer a few advantages:


The data is provided by the addressee himself.



The addressee is anticipating the radiogram delivery.



The addressee may actually receive the radiogram before he even learns of his call sign or finds his call sign in the FCC
database.



Delivering the radiogram provides an opportunity to bring the new ham into the local community.

Managing System Circuit Capacity:
The RRI Digital Traffic Net offers significant circuit capacity advantages. It is easy to upload large quantities of bulk traffic
to the system. However, it is important to remember that traffic is often be transferred to manual-mode networks
utilizing voice or CW methods, thus allowing active relaying opportunities for manual net operators.
Careless use of DTN facilities can result in an excessive traffic load at the state/local net level, particularly when multiple bulk originators
are active at the same time. While a high traffic load may be appropriate for testing the system during a disaster exercise,
repeated high traffic loads during routine nets are likely to damage volunteer morale.
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Five recommended guidelines for managing circuit capacity follow:
1. By originating bulk traffic using manual mode nets, one should limit the quantity to a manageable level.
2. When originating traffic via DTN, one should limit the quantity of messages destined for any one state. Five to seven
messages per state, or parts of highly populated states, is a reasonable maximum number for routine bulk traffic from a
single originator.
3. Handling instructions, such as HXC should be used judiciously. Service replies reporting date and time of delivery can
be useful for statistical analysis, however, such data is not always necessary. When possible, the station delivering the
message should also generate the service message reply, to yield maximum training benefits. This is particularly true in
the case of new traffic handlers.
4. In the case of bulk traffic, a service message should only be necessary if a delivery problem arises or if the recipient
wants to reply.
5. Remember that service messages, when necessary, should be addressed to the station of origin at its location, not the
location of the person whose name is in the signature. Reply message are sent to the signator.
Balancing Networks:
Traffic is the life-blood of a volunteer-based traffic system. Bulk originators are encouraged to provide originations via
both the manual mode system and the digital traffic net. This ensures training is available for volunteers utilizing both
systems.
Contact Information:
Questions and comments regarding this document should be submitted to the Radio Relay International Board of
Directors.
info@radio-relay.org
Radio Relay International
PO Box 192
Buchanan, MI. 49107

RRI Registered Radio Operators to be paired with
Local REACT Units
Radio Emergency Associated Citizens Teams has its origins in the Citizens Band era of the 1960s and ‘70s. However, as
discussed in a prior issue of “QNI,” REACT has evolved to incorporate a wide range of radio technologies, including
Amateur Radio.
In the coming months, RRI will seek to pair its registered radio operators with local REACT units. The RRI registered
radio operator will serve as a liaison to the REACT unit. In this respect, he will serve as a “gateway” station, which will
facilitate traffic flow to and from the RRI national messaging layer.
Liaison may occur on Amateur Radio frequencies or possibly GMRS, business band or other alternative radio services.
Therefore, some level of flexibility may be required.
REACT has standardized on the Radiogram format. As such, procedures will match between RRI and our REACT
partners.
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Ultimately, the idea is to ensure that REACT units can coordinate with national leadership, communicate with other
REACT units to facilitate mutual aid and resource management and, of course, provide long-haul connectivity for their
served agencies.
RRI will also require regular liaison with the weekly REACT training net, which takes place using the “ZELLO” virtual two
-way radio network. Zello simulates a two-way radio network using computer or smart phone applications which connect
via the Internet. The training net runs drills featuring the proper transmission of radiogram messages coordinated by the
national REACT training officer.
While “ZELLO” is not a survivable application, it does provide an excellent training platform. Our goal is to facilitate the
transfer of radiogram messages between the REACT Zello net and RRI networks on a weekly basis. The training net
meets every Wednesday night at 9:15 PM Eastern Time. If one would like to volunteer for a liaison slot, please let us
know at: info@radio-relay.org
Those volunteering should be competent and very comfortable with voice net procedures, including the transmission and
reception of radiogram message traffic using standard radiotelephone procedures and the proper ITU phonetic alphabet.
REACT provides an excellent alternative for local EMCOMM support in many areas. In some locations, REACT has
supplanted traditional ARES and RACES programs. In other areas, REACT works in concert with other local EMCOMM
programs.
RRI members are encouraged to visit the REACT web page at: www.reactintl.org. In particular, be sure to look through
the available issues of their journal entitled “The Communicator.”
Finally, please keep in mind that future RRI exercises will be sequenced to match REACT quarterly drills. This will make
maximum use of our resources and provide additional meaningful message traffic for our own planned activities. Traffic
may be originated in either radiogram format or as abbreviated, minimum standard ICS213 messages. However, the
former are preferred for use on RRI networks.
-30-

RRI—REACT ALERTEX 2018-B
May 11 & 12, 2018
Radio Relay International registered radio operators should keep these dates open
to support an upcoming joint RRI-REACT exercise. This exercise will incorporate
both CW circuits and the RRI Digital Traffic Network (DTN).
See the associated article describing the requirement for RRI registered radio operators to establish regular liaison with selected REACT Units both within the United
States as well as at various International locations.
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W T S H T F : W h y We D o T h i s
by Kate Hutton (K6HTN), RRI Training Manager

Let’s take a look at why we spend so much of our time throwing messages around the country and the world.
It is practice, of course, good training for transferring any type of information (tactical, as well as formal record messages
traffic such as radiograms and ICS-213). More hams should try their hands at it, for just that reason.
For use in case of a disaster? Maybe.
It is becoming clear that, over time, communications methods used by first responders, and other government and nongovernmental agencies, have become more robust and inter-operable. Cell phone technology is widely available to the
general public, even in adverse conditions, as long as phones can be charged and the towers work. We hams no longer
expect to be relaying Health & Welfare messages after every tornado in Kansas (not to single out Kansas, of course).
Last year gave us a taste of just how adverse conditions need to be to invoke amateur radio relay services; three examples:
Harvey, Irma and Maria. The parts of the coterminous US that were affected (Texas, Louisiana and Florida) still didn’t call
upon hams for message traffic much. But damage was severe enough and long-lasting enough in the case of Hurricane Maria and Puerto Rico, plus the Virgin Islands, to change that dynamic. Although neither NTS nor RRI nets were extensively
utilized, and the average message was not in particularly rigorous radiogram format, an informal tally suggests that at least
7,000 Health & Welfare messages were taken from (two) Puerto Rico hams and delivered on the mainland. The mainland
operators who facilitated this were almost all seasoned traffic handlers.
So, we know it can happen.
Let us take a few minutes to look at the “Category 5” type “events” (not just hurricanes) that are within the realm of possibility.
Here is a non-hurricane one that is inevitable. It will happen someday. For the first Great California ShakeOut earthquake
exercise in 2008, a great deal of work went into providing a realistic scenario, in this case for a 7.8 magnitude quake on the
southern San Andreas Fault. The scenario earthquake took about 1 minute to “unzip” the fault from the Salton Sea to the
the Grapevine Grade. Seismologists had first crack at the exercise planning, then a team of structural engineers, firefighters and other infrastructure experts had their turn based on the predicted shaking. The result was an eye-opening scenario
where three out of five interstate highways servicing southern California, plus railroad service, power, internet, gas and
petroleum infrastructure would be lost for some (varying) period of time. This included the entire Western Power Grid,
for a short time.
A similar earthquake could affect the San Francisco bay area, or a much larger one, comparable to the one in Japan in 2011,
on the Cascadia Subduction Zone, could do a similar number on daily communications life.
There are other possibilities, however rare … we have the Yellowstone, the Mammoth Lakes, CA and the Valles Caldera,
NM “supervolcanoes.” They erupt on “geologic” time scales, every few hundred thousand years, but great chaos and a lot
of ash, is possible.
Still geological, but more imminent perhaps than the supervolcanoes, is the conjectured reversal of Earth’s magnetic field,
which is caused by electric currents inside the planet’s molten iron/nickel outer core. The “north” and “south” magnetic
poles (not the rotational poles) change places now and then, every hundred thousand years or so. It is thought that such a
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transition could last on the time scale of hundreds of years, when it happens, and during the change-over the field would be
weak and might not even be dipolar. The magnetic field helps protect us and our technology from solar and galactic cosmic rays, which are high-energy atomic particles that can trash a satellite, for example, and expose airline crews to serious
radiation, over time. Overall, the Earth’s field has decreased since it was first measured. There already are places, such as
over the southern Atlantic Ocean, where orbiting satellites must be turned off to protect their delicate electronics.
More likely compared to the supervolcanoes or magnetic reversals …
A few years ago, we might have considered nuclear war unlikely. Now we aren’t so sure. Even a limited high-altitude
EMP (electromagnetic pulse) attack, would mess up the common communications carriers and a bunch of satellites, the
power grid, and probably a good deal of ham equipment as well.
Then there are cyberattack possibilities. (Who knows where that might come from?)
And what about this? Few people (even hams) realize that this current sunspot cycle, that we are now leaving, included
solar flares and a CME that was equal to or larger than the famous Carrington event in 1859, when telluric currents ignited
fires in telegraph offices, and telegraph messages were passed without the batteries connected! The recent event occurred
on July 23, 2012.
What saved us? Why doesn’t every ham know about this event? It passed under our radar because it occurred on the other
side of Sun from where Earth was located at the time! So, we got lucky, in other words.
It does not take a big sunspot cycle to produce a big flare!
Happy dreams …
References:
Coppel, Ted. Lights Out, Broadway Books, New York 2015
https://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-nasa/2014/23jul_superstorm
https://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-nasa/2008/06may_carringtonflare
https://www.livescience.com/20714-yellowstone-supervolcano-eruption.html
https://www.livescience.com/46694-magnetic-field-weakens.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/15/us/politics/russia-cyberattacks.html?
hp&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&clickSource=story-heading&module=first-column-region&region=topnews&WT.nav=top-news
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Service Message Rehash
by Kate Hutton (K6HTN), RRI Training Manager
Because of the number of questions that I am getting about service (SVC) messages, I am “resubmitting” a version of a QNI
article written by me last year. Hopefully the newsletter circulation has increased since then and the thoughts will reach
more operators.
What might the originator of a radiogram be looking for in a service message (SVC), should he or she get one? Should he
get one?
First, let’s look at the service message requirements in response to handling codes, as specified in the NTS and RRI manuals:


A service message, addressed to the originating station, is required if the original message handling instructions specified HXC or HXD.
 A service is also required if the message is not deliverable.
 If the original message specified HXE, the signator (whose name appears at the bottom) likely expects either a return
message from the addressee or, at least, a message possibly containing some comment in reply (such as “THANKS” or
“BUZZ OFF”) along with other information.
 For other handling instructions (HX), service is optional, but could possibly contain useful information.
What kind of information might the traffic originator be looking for?






Most importantly: was the radiogram delivered and when? How long did it take to get there, in other words? This
information can help the originator time the sending of future messages to the same vicinity.
Even more basic than that: are there outlets in that vicinity?
Was the telephone number or email that the originator has for the addressee correct?
In the case of the notorious “bulk traffic,” the originator may be trying to gauge the reliability of various on-line telephone look-up services.
Delivery problems sometimes result from faulty relaying, whether related to Morse errors, assumptions made, the
ionosphere, or ordinary typos. Thus service messages can help us keep on our toes.

How can we make our service messages more helpful? Here are some suggestions:









Needless to say, always include the original message number! Believe it or not, omissions happens.
For redundancy, in case of transmission errors, which are most common with numbers, include either the name or call
sign of the original addressee, in addition to the referred message number. Yes, I know that ARL SIXTY SEVEN does
not specify this, but the added info can help a lot!
If a non-delivery is the result of a wrong or disconnected/out-of-service phone number, the delivering station should
include the phone number received (to which they tried to deliver) in the SVC message.
Even if the message was ultimately delivered, say, by the Postal Service, the originator may still appreciate a SVC message saying that a phone number was bad.
If sending a reply, DO still include the original message number, either in the text somewhere (e.g. ARL FIFTY
THREE 123) or in an OP NOTE. Originators who have multiple messages out there are not any more psychic than
anyone else!
Be clear. For example, what does delivery to a “verified” answering machine mean? Maybe one with the person’s
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name on the greeting message? But I’m not sure.
Do not assume that bulk traffic originators never read their service messages. Some do! Some are statistics heads! Do not
assume that SVC messages are of “lower precedence” than routine messages. Did you know that, in the maritime Morse
service (our direct ancestor, after all), SVC traffic had a higher precedence that routine, because it could relate to nondelivery of revenue traffic!
-30-

Tr a i n i n g C o l u m n : Tr a f f i c L o a d D i s t r i b u t i o n
by Kate Hutton (K6HTN), RRI Training Manager
There are some traffic handlers who have their fingers in every traffic handling pie: FM nets, SSB nets, CW nets, digital.
There are others who only do one net or a few nets, or one mode. A few only deliver traffic. Everyone has their own license class, set of interests, antenna restrictions and whatnot.
A beginning op checking into a local net need not be concerned about the routing, although it is interesting. Especially
when new traffic handlers are starting out, it's hard to picture the overall flow of traffic. The RRI Training Manual, authored by Jim Wades WB8SIW with some editing help from myself, is available at http://radio-relay.org/about/
publications/. This document is a very good start, with respect to the overall view. In summary, there are:









Local/state/multistate nets (may be RRI or NTS)
 FM simplex
 FM repeaters or linked repeater systems
Region nets
 SSB
 CW
Area nets (EAN, CAN, WAN)
 SSB
 CW
IATN (formerly Transcontinental Corp or TCC)
DTN (formerly NTSD), topologically similar to the net structure

The nets are timed to occur in "cycles," which allow traffic to flow "up" from the local to region to area to IATN in the
first half of the cycle and "down" from area to region to local (in another location). Ideally, a message may be sent from a
location in Eastern Area to a location in Western area in one cycle, with a "tailwind" in the form of the time zone changes.
Traffic going the other way must usually have a layover somewhere, or "jump cycles" due to time zone issues.
Furthermore, the schedules and task assignments are pre-defined, and any properly trained operator may step in and know
what to do. Likewise, a local net will have a few pre-defined and pre-assigned tasks: net control (NCS), a Region net representative (moving traffic both ways, probably), often a DTN representative, and a representative from each of the other
nearby local nets, and perhaps one from ARES or REACT. Each of these may bring traffic to the net and/or take some on
the net to their respective function, or deliver it. Example: IATN operator Juliet attends the Western Area Net and picks
up traffic bound for Eastern Area, on Cycle 4, which is in the evening. In the traffic world, Juliet is fated to never meet
Romeo (who is on Cycle 2), but is stuck with someone named Delta on the East Coast. Their sked will be in the morning
the following day.
What does this have to do with load distribution?
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First, the local net could be overloaded if the combined traffic listed is more than can be passed during the time that the
repeater owners allocate for the net. Or there could be little or no traffic listed, in which case everyone signs off bored.
Nobody gets any practice and nobody learns anything. After enough weeks of that, the repeater owners could stop supporting the net. What we want is somewhere in between.
Fortunately, for an overload situation, we have Winlink. Most regulars on the Southern California Net (SCN) have a Winlink account. Large amounts of traffic can be brought to the net and listed. The NCS can assign who is going to take it,
and then send the pair "QSY to Winlink after the net." Enough traffic can still be passed on the net for newcomers to get
an idea of how it's done.
Otherwise, Winlink is not really part of the traffic handling system does not provide any practice for the system, except on
how to use Winlink.
It is very difficult to overload DTN, although I believe that the Cascadia Rising Exercise did a fairly good job of it, with
many users oversubscribing to the automated digital bands, complicated by some less than ideal HF propagation conditions.
It is easy, however, for DTN to catastrophically UNload the system of manual nets. Example: I had been sending
"welcome to the hobby" radiograms to new hams in (among other places) California. It was my practice to send the ones
for northern California on the nightly Sixth Region (RN6) net, where the Northern California Net (NCN) rep picked them
up. I sent them only up to six per night, so NCN had something to do, but was not overloaded. Some time later, I trading
with another of the welcomers, so that I was sending to a different region, and NCN/SCN were getting welcome messages
incoming from someone outside the state. This was all well and good, except that op was sending ALL the welcome traffic
on DTN. It turned out that the RN6 MBO has his own outlets, independent of NCN, so NCN was never seeing any of the
traffic! NCN became boring and lost participation. I didn't know the outlet arrangements, so I didn't see this coming. In
SCN, this doesn't happen because the DTS ops are also on the local nets.
It is a good idea for anyone sending out a large amount of traffic to distribute it among the available modes, as much as possible. Distributing the traffic over time is also useful, as opposed to a giant batch file once per week, say. No local area
(might be a state or half a state, as in NCN/SCN) should get more that six messages of the same text per cycle, and six on
DTN.
To summarize, every traffic handler should be having as much fun as they want and no more, and none should be twiddling
their thumbs.
If your net doesn't have enough traffic, you might also consider writing some, maybe with handling code HXE. If you have
too much, outside recruitment for more help might be a good idea.
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R a d i o R e l ay I n t e r n at i o n a l t o F o r g o D ay t o n
Hamvention
The Radio Relay International Board of Directors has decided to forgo this year’s Dayton Hamvention. There are a number of reasons for this decision.
First, it is important to understand that historically, RRI and its predecessor organization (NTS) have often been excluded
from meaningful forums and discussions covering the topic of public service communications. While this year’s Dayton
Hamvention is to place an emphasis on public service topics, it doesn’t change the fact that certain political interests will
likely do their best to limit the presence of RRI.
Another factor is the cost. A booth space in the preferred indoor exhibits area costs $550.00 US. Add to this the cost of
printed materials and other overhead associated with a trade-show style exhibit and costs increase significantly. Last year,
RRI volunteers paid for their own travel and lodging. This can vary between 500 and 800 dollars out-of-pocket for a volunteer who chooses to stay in a standard motel and eat restaurant meals for four days. While it is true that one could sleep
in his car and eat cold ham sandwiches, most of us do not want to do so.
The Board of Directors feels that close to one to two-thousand dollars or more in actual expenses and in-kind contributions
can be spent more wisely. It makes no sense to invest this amount of money in an event at which the dialogue is dominated
by the political hegemony of a single organization. Instead, plans call for an RRI investment in a more direct form of outreach later in the year, a form of outreach that will be far more beneficial to the ham radio community.
While we will not be present at the Hamvention, we would like to solicit some volunteers to pass out RRI fliers. If you are
attending the Dayton Hamvention and would like to volunteer to do so, please let us know. The goal is to have four or five
individuals, each with a stack of fliers, which can be passed out at public-service related forums or left at tables that would
benefit RRI, such as those of organizations with an interest in CW or organizations that have an interest in EMCOMM
work.
While RRI may not be invited to have a presence at any forums at the Hamvention, we can certainly exercise our First
Amendment Right and promote RRI in the good old fashioned way using face-to-face advocacy and printed fliers. Best of
all, the cost is far more reasonable, leaving additional funds available for activities, which will offer a better return on investment.
It should be noted that the Dayton Hamvention Committee has always been very cooperative with Radio
Relay International. They are excellent, open-minded people. However, the narrative of the event is heavily
dominated by the legacy organization, and it simply makes no sense to invest money in a political situation that is unfavorable to our goals and mission.
If you are planning to attend the 2018 Dayton Hamvention, and if you are willing to distribute RRI fliers while you wander
about the exhibits and flea market, please let us know soon. We will mail you a stack of fliers to be shared as you wander
about, thereby raising the profile of RRI. Let’s call it a “viral marketing campaign,” in which RRI supporters serve as the
“vector” of information!
Just send an e-mail to: james.wades@radio-relay.org
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RRI Fir s t Quar ter 2018 EMCOMM Exercise
Background:
Effective with the calendar year 2018, Radio Relay International will be conducting a series of emergency exercises. These
will be conducted in the context of an exercise cycle, beginning with basic drills and transitioning to the occasional fullscale exercises in cooperation with served agencies.
The purpose of the exercises is to further develop and enhance the national messaging layer. Each drill will have a unique
purpose. Some will exercise a specific mode or method of communications. Others may emphasize a specific emergency
management function, such as situational awareness reporting, welfare traffic management or the like. Ultimately, the
goal will be to develop the building blocks of public service communications, ultimately culminating in the periodic exercise of an effective national messaging layer, which offers a diverse range of capabilities systematically harmonized to ensure
effective response to any communications emergency.
First Quarter 2018: Field Deployment Exercise - CW
Date: April 21, 2018
Time: 1600Z to 1900Z
Purpose:
This exercise is designed to develop the capacity of volunteers to deploy survivable, portable stations to the field and establish effective, traffic-quality circuits with an emphasis on battery operation, low power consumption and renewable energy
resources. This exercise combines fun, comradery, and a meaningful test of EMCOMM capabilities simulating a catastrophic disruption of commercial telecommunications common carrier resources.
Who may participate:
The exercise is open to all licensed radio amateurs. Some familiarity with radiogram format and basic transmission procedures is recommended. Please transmit at a speed that is consistent with your ability to copy CW. Information about radiogram format and basic procedures can be found in the Radio Relay International training manual TR-001 available at:
http://radio-relay.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/RRI-Training-Manual-TR-001-2017-Draft-forDistribution.pdf
One may also want to review the companion power point slides and the RRI Field Manual at:
http://radio-relay.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/RRI-Introductory-Training-2018.pdf
http://radio-relay.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/RRI-Traffic-Operations-Manual-2017-FINAL.pdf
Exercise Requirements:


Participants shall not use gasoline generators. All communications must be conducted using battery power. Renewable
sources of energy should be included in the form of solar panels or other renewable energy technologies, if available;
however, this is not mandatory.



Participants shall originate a minimum of one radiogram message providing the following information:
 Geodetic coordinates in decimal degrees
 Maximum RF power output used to establish communications
 Number of individuals assisting with deployment
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 Club or EMCOMM organization affiliation (if applicable).


Radiogram format is required for all messages.
 Precedence should be “Test Priority” (abbreviated TP”).
 Place of origin should be nearest city and state.
 Date and time of origin should reflect the time at which the message was drafted and presented for transmis-

sion.
 Address shall be: “RRI NECC MARION IL 62959”
 Signature should include the first and last name of originator.

A sample radiogram might be:
3 TP K8QMN 9 LANSING MI 1343Z APR 21
RRI NECC
MARION IL 62959
<BT>
LOCATION 43<R>446N 83<R>982W MAXIMUM POWER
5 WATTS 3 PARTICIPANTS
<BT>
STEVE JOHANSON K8CBS
INGHAM COUNTY ARES
Frequency and calling procedures:
When practical, traffic should be concentrated at the top and bottom of the hour, although it may be originated at any time
during the exercise operation. RRI Inter-Area Traffic Net (IATN) operators will monitor the following frequencies for
message traffic:
7115 KHz
10115 KHz
14115 KHz
IATN operators will periodically announce their presence on frequency as follows:
QSX RRI de [CALL SIGN] K
Please try to select/call the station that offers the strongest signal to increase the odds of establishing a successful circuit
and traffic exchange.
Any station holding traffic may announce his presence on frequency to expedite his radiogram(s). Be certain to ensure the
frequency is clear before calling. There are two procedures for doing this:


The least disruptive is to transmit the Morse letter “C:” di-dit dit If an operator responds accordingly, you should
standby until he clears his traffic.



An alternate method is to simply transmit the standard “QRL?” If an operator responds with “QRL,” please standby
until he clears the existing traffic exchange.

When announcing your presence on frequency, please do so as follows:
RRI RRI de [CALL SIGN] QTC 1 TP K
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This exercise is open to relatively inexperienced operators. If you require a slower exchange, please do not hesitate to ask
the receiving operator to slow down using “QRS.”
Local EMCOMM organizations are at liberty to expand the exercise to a “gateway” configuration. For example, a local
VHF SSB network might be established to test highly efficient simplex methods. A key station could then collect several
radiograms and transfer them to the IATN circuits.
Propagation and Contest Interference:
Most weekends are now shared with multiple contests. Those deploying to the field are encouraged to be operational on at
least two of the three assigned frequencies in case interference proves problematic. WARC bands, such as 30-meters may
prove a useful option in the event contest activities prove problematic.
After the exercise:
Upon successfully clearing your message traffic, you my secure your portable station. However, some may want to monitor for a time to observe procedures and assess the performance of the network. Please retain a copy of any radiograms as
originated and mail them to RRI for use in the evaluation phase of the exercise. In other words, your original radiogram
will be compared against the copy received by the National Emergency Communications Coordinator to calculate network
performance and accuracy. Please mail your copy(s) to:
Radio Relay International
PO Box 192
Buchanan, MI. 49107
You may also scan the radiogram(s) for transmission via e-mail to:
info@radio-relay.org
Participants are invited to send after-action reports, photographs of their field equipment, antenna configurations and other
comments of interest to the above addresses for inclusion in a future issue of the “QNI Newsletter.”
RSVP Required:
If you plan to participate in the exercise, please RSVP by no later than February 15, 2018 the above e-mail
address. RSVP is essential to determine interest level before allocating volunteer resources.
Advance Preparation:
Those planning to participate may want to monitor a CW traffic net for a time in advance of the exercise to become familiar with transmission procedures and radiogram format.
————————————————————————————————————————————

Note about RSVP requirement: Sufficient RSVP responses have been received
to proceed with the exercise. Therefore, RRI has extended the RSVP window
to April 15, 2018. Thank you.
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RRI Announces Mentoring Program
Mentoring has always played a major role in Amateur Radio. Whether one became a radio amateur in the spark era, the
post war era or recently, the odds are good that a mentor played a role in the learning process. Mentoring is the most effective way to encourage an individual to overcome reticence or fear when venturing into a new operating activity or
learning about a new technology.
Ask any traffic operator about his introduction to nets, and the odds are he will mention an experienced operator who encouraged him to get involved. Perhaps the mentor stood over his shoulder when he first checked into a CW net. Perhaps
the mentor was available on the phone to back him up when he had questions. Simply put, many of us would have never
become involved in traffic handling had it not been for the help of a mentor.
Many skills are best passed on through mentorship. Therefore, Radio Relay International is proud to announce
its new Mentoring Program. Experienced RRI registered radio operators will serve as mentors. Their job will be to
assist new operators as they learn the nuances of traffic handling and net operations. All traffic handling modes are represented, whether one is interested in CW nets, voice nets, or the Digital Traffic Network.
Any interested operator is welcome to submit a “student application.” The student will then be paired with a mentor who
will provide the one-on-one guidance needed to develop effective traffic handling skills. Using RRI publications such as the
RRI Training Manual, the RRI Field Manual and associated power point materials, mentors will be able to refer new operators to appropriate reference materials explaining standards and operating procedures. One-on-one communications, either in-person, via telephone, e-mail or radio will facilitate and encourage initial participation in nets and ensure the new
operator obtains proper advice.
RRI has also prepared a standard set of training messages for use in the mentoring program. These provide practice in
message traffic handling while at the same time communicating the basic rules and procedures used on traffic nets. The
mentor will then remain available to assist the student as he grows in skill and knowledge.
Mentors should exhibit the highest standards in decorum, courtesy and operating practices. When applying to be a mentor, one is asked to indicate the modes with which he is proficient in the traffic operations environment. He is also asked
to indicate those nets with which he is active. Those wishing to serve as mentors may complete the “Mentor
Application Form.” They will then be added to a database of qualified mentors. The RRI Training Manager
will then assign the mentor to a new operator in his area as students become available.
Those who are new to nets and who would like to receive instruction may also fill out the “student
form” to request assistance.
Please note the difference between the two applications.
Questions regarding the program should be directed to the RRI Training Manager:
kate.hutton@radio-relay.org
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Note: A fillable PDF form is available at
42 our web page: www.radio-relay.org

QNI
Newsletter
QNI
PO Box 192
Buchanan, MI. 49107
Editor: James Wades
(WB8SIW)
Email: jameswades@gmail.com
Tel: 269-548-8219

Assistant Editor: Kate Hutton
(K6HTN)
Email: katehutton@gmail.com

Share “QNI” with
your Peers
One way to get the word out about RRI
and our professional approach to public
service communications is to share QNI
with your fellow radio amateurs.
Please feel free to forward this newsletter to members of your local radio club.
Share it with friends.
Both current and back-issues of QNI are
available to everyone at:
www.qni-newsletter.net

An Independent
Newsletter
——
QNI is published
quarterly...or more
often when the Editor
feels like it!

In our modern day and age, social media
is an effective advertising tool. Take a
moment or two to post a link to this
issue of “QNI” on your Facebook page.
Every active traffic operator and RRI
Registered Radio Operator can play a

role in promoting our interests. “Word
of mouth” is an excellent method.
QNI is purposely designed to target not
just traffic operators, but also local EMCOMM volunteers and radio amateurs in
general.
Also, please consider contributing an
article. A diversity of voices is important
to any publication. You needn’t be a
great writer. We have editors to “fix”
grammatical or syntax errors. It’s the
content that’s important.
Tell us about your ideas, your experience implementing new technologies or
that solution you came up with to solve a
problem around the shack.
With that….please spread the word
about “QNI” and enjoy the springtime.
73!

Rri featured on “ham radio now”
All contents are Copyright 2018.
This publication may be distributed unmodified and in its entirety free of charge to the Amateur Radio Community.

Joe Ames (W3JY) and James Wades (WB8SIW) from the Radio Relay International
Board of Directors were featured on a recent issue of “Ham Radio Now.”
The video interview conducted by David Goldenberg (W0DHG), host of HRN and
ARES EC for Los Angeles County. The interview runs an hour and a half and
covers the origins of RRI, our philosophy with respect to public service
communications, and a thorough discussion about traffic handling and its value.
If you have been curious about the goals and purposes of RRI, this video should
answer many questions.
So far, the response has been excellent. Nearly every comment associated with the
video has been positive. The video also resulted in quite a few new radio operator
registrations as well as some “student applications” for the RRI mentoring program.
The entire video can be seen at: https://www.hamradionow.tv/episodes/
It is also posted to YouTube at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Dg7YWLP2DHI
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